
 
 

 
The NY 32 Mustang under Rod’s command 
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Most members of this Association will be well aware of the classic S & S New York 32 
design, a development of Stormy Weather via Starlight,  but I suspect that very few will 
know of the California 32 which originated from the board of Nicholas S. Potter, alias the 
‘Herreshoff of the West’, at almost exactly the same time in 1936. Cholita was C32 hull #1. 
Virtually abandoned in Tiburon, close to San Francisco, un-hauled for years and 
blistering in the sun, she was a sad sight in 1999 [see figs. 1-6].  
 

 
1 I wish to acknowledge much information and advice received from Tom Skahill, the doyen of West Coast 
yachting historians, who generously shared with me his resources. 



                          

                            

                         
                                                                                                                     
 
 Since she was then for sale for under $8,000, and still entirely original, I was sorely 
tempted to buy her, but of course I was still committed to the S & S CCA yawl Inverness 
at the time and considered two boats one too many at the very least!  Cholita was 
subsequently sold to the Cantiere dell’Argentario where Federico Nardi carried out a 
cosmetic rehabilitation and sold her to a rich Italian lady. Unfortunately, several basic 
issues were not then addressed, with the result that in her first race she lost her rig owing 
to chain plate fastening failure. She was subsequently impeccably restored by Nardi, to his 
usual high standard, and, after her re-launch, has proved to be the boat to beat in her 
vintage class on the Mediterranean circuit, much to the consternation of many highly 
prestigious yachts by better known designers. 
 



Nick Potter remains to this day a relatively unknown character with a sketchy biography2.  
Potter had directed that all his drawings be destroyed upon his death, a real tragedy. Very 
few of his designs survive, the C32 being the most notable, as well as a couple of ‘double 
ender’ canoe stern eight metres, Yucca, Angelita and  Marin as well as a shapely cruising 
yacht or two and the M class Serenade (Jascha Heifetz’s yacht) and some successful six 
metres. The 1930s eights, which preceded the C32, were of great interest, winning the 
1932 Olympics and often successfully challenging the very best of their time including 
designs by Olin such as Prelude.3 Potter, who apparently may have spent a very brief spell 
at S & S as a draftsman, worked at the Herreshoff Manufacturing Company in Bristol 
and it was really there that his style and design formula was evolved. Although he also 
worked at Burgess, Swasey and Paine in Boston, in effect his boats are in many ways 
refinements of earlier Herreshoff designs and bear the marked influence of the Newport 
29, Bar Harbor 31, the New York 30 and the Fisher Island 31of 1926, a boat Potter may well 
have had first hand experience of. Indeed, he remained a lifelong friend of L.Frances 
Herreshoff. Potter moved to the West Coast in the late 1920s and his construction 
methods, as carried out on the west coast by Fellows and Stewart or the South Coast 
Company of Newport Harbour, were almost identical to Herreshoff’s and this is 
particularly noticeable in the lightly planked keelsons and the way the frame ends and 
chainplates were treated. In this they were totally different from the east coast 
constructional methods of say a Nevins or Minnefords. Nardi, in restoring Cholita, 
commented that the west coast builders were not up to east coast standards and that the 
boats were somewhat ‘knocked together’ but I would disagree – it is simply a different 
construction criteria and the quality of the materials that went into the C32s was first rate 
and has contributed to their longevity and resistance to the Californian sun. 
 
Early on the apocryphal story grew up that the California 32 was a ‘rip off’ of the New York 
32 for which a drawing had appeared under the title of The Perfect 32 in The Sportsman as 
early as March 1936 and hull #1 was launched by Nevins on may 9th of the same year. 
Certainly they appeared on the scene almost simultaneously within months of each other 
and equally they share similar dimensions, but that is almost certainly coincidence and the 
two hull forms are entirely different as an examination of the surviving drawings illustrated 
here clearly shows4. The story of the NY32 commission as a replacement to the old 
Herreshoff NY30 is well known and oft published so I will not go into it in detail here and 
was the result of S & S winning a competition for a limited one design class run of 20 
vessels at a fixed price for the NYYC [Rod Stephens is credited with some astute footwork 

                                                 
2 See Wooden Boat July/August 1988. 
3 It is interesting to note that both Potter’s Marin and Angelita won the King of Spain cup on Long Island 
Sound which serves to emphasise potter’s metre boat abilities. 
4 Nick Potter’s fully developed construction plan marked Wilmington Boat Works design #538 is clearly 
dated July 1936 so that Potter must have begun his design brief well before that. This totally ‘debunks the 
‘rip off’ myth.. 



in landing this then highly prestigious and important contract against designs by several 
prestigious contemporary naval architects including Alden and Frank Payne amongst 
others]. 5
 

                                                 
5 See for instance Richard Henderson in  Choice Yacht Designs,  1979 or Maynard Bray in The New York 
32s in Wooden Boat Nov/Dec 1986. In a private communication dated February 2000 Olin Stephens writes:  
     ‘ There is a story leading up to the "32" design.  After Dorade's success, 
in 1932 I received a letter from Guy Rex, of Hobart, Tasmania, inquiring 
about the feasibility of a smaller version of the same boat.  Recognizing 
the problem of beam, which would only be worse in a smaller boat, I replied 
that a proportionally wider boat about thirty-two feet on the water, and 
otherwise much like Dorade should do well.  In a short time we received 
instructions to go ahead.  The new boat, built in Tasmania, was named 
Landfall by her owner Guy Rex, who reported that she performed well. 
        
    A little later I met Albert Fay who was then a student at Yale.  He 
wished to build a small cruiser/racer, about as much boat as he could build 
for $10,000 (remember the date). Landfall's design seemed a good starting 
point. More experience suggested still a little more beam, and Starlight 
was built. She seemed attractive and fast.  The next year there was a 
similar, but again modified thirty two footer.  So we had a good base of 
experience to build on when the New York Yacht Club let it be known that 
the club was ready to sponsor a new one-design class in the spirit of the, 
now old, N. Y. Thirties.  Several designers submitted proposals, and ours 
was picked.’  The hulls were built on a fixed price contract by Nevins at $11,000 a piece. The old NY 30s 
designed in 1906 had been ripe for replacement for two decades but despite many proposals none were 
deemed suitable.  John Shether and C.Havemeyer of the NYYC started a design competition which invited 
a variety of projects from America’s best – Olin’s design was chosen. As M.Calahan reported in The 
Sportsman in 1936 ‘….the new boats are not freaks nor radical departures. Every feature has been tried and 
proved in a long line of eminently successful boats.’ One of the advantages of the new design was full 
standing headroom and it was noted that there was a double stateroom aft suitable for the privacy of the 
ladies. Callahan went on to point out that the new NY32s would prove seaworthy and safe to take to 
Bermuda whereas the old thirties would have risked damage to their hulls by wracking of the keel and a 
collapsed cabin house on account of all the plate glass. 



 
NY 32 hull #1 building at Nevins over a mould early in 1936 

 
 The NY32 measures 45’ 4” x 32’ x 10’ 7” x 6’ 6” with 950 sq.ft. of sail area, whereas the 
California 32 measures 46’ on deck, 32’ waterline, 10’ 9” beam and 6’ 9” draft with 857 sq.ft. 
of sail area. It is thus interesting to note that the easily driven hull of the C32 carries almost 
10% less working sail. Thus the C32 boats are just a little longer, wider and deeper than the 
NY 32. The C32 class arose by total coincidence as the result of several friendly yachtsmen 
led by Donald Douglas (who already owned a 6 metre and an M class!) seeing a Potter ‘one 
off’ proposal for one of their associates, Edmond Locke, of Balboa. They wanted one too! 
So the ‘one off’ became a class with five boats being built before World War II and two 
boats after, followed by one slightly scaled up cruiser/racer derivative apparently built in 
Hong Kong  (named Pegasus) making for a total of eight. Of these Cholita is fully restored, 
and Amorita and Andale remain in good shape. Altamar, still actively sailing at the end of the 
1980s is now a total rebuild case in San Diego. The enlarged boat, Pegasus, is well looked 
after at Sausalito and two boats remain to be located, one, Atorante having perished after 
being holed at sea in 1975, and it seems another may be rotting in Hawaii. As late as 1945 
Sea magazine reported that it was hoped that the class would grow to 15 or even 20 maybe 
with a view to matching the NY 32s, but the orders never materialised. The boats were a 
true one-design class and were all built Herreshoff style upside down over a master mould. 
The class rules were strict and stipulated precisely gear to be carried right down to the 
number of blankets, the intervals between hauling for scrubbing off and that sails could 



not be renewed more frequently than once every two seasons6. The NY32s have fared 
much better than the C32s and most have been restored or are in the course of active 
‘conservation’ and have an active following and even a web site  
http://www.newyork32.com/   

    A Cal being built at Fellows & Stewart (from Sea Magazine June 1937)            A C32 from an advertisement in Sea Magazine 1937 
 
Right from their launch the C32s enjoyed unrivalled success in Southern California and 
across the Pacific. Before even shaking down Altamar participated in the ‘cross channel’ 
race in southern California and beat the whole fleet of Southern California’s fastest 
schooners, cutters, sloops, yawls and ketches. Cholita shortly afterwards won a 90 mile race 
outright trouncing the opposition on elapsed time by 1 hour and 24 minutes and on 
corrected time by 1 hour and 7 minutes! It was noted in the yachting press at the time that 
the cotton sails of both boats had not yet been properly stretched. The C32 Escapade won 
the 1941 Honolulu race. They have a near legendary turn of speed, are well balanced, 
relatively easy to handle with a small fore triangle and held the reputation as being the boat 
to beat in any West Coast offshore and inshore racing, light or heavy air, for almost 25 
years, which must be a near record. In 1937 it was noted that the boats were so fast ‘that 
over a twelve mile course they regularly only lost by three minutes to the local eight 

                                                 
6 Pacific Skipper Magazine October 1936.  



metres’– a phenomenal result as the eights are longer and narrower7. Indeed they were still 
winning races against all comers until the advent of Bill Lapworth’s seminal semi-planing 
semi-light displacement canoe hull around 1960 – the renowned CAL 40. The C32 
apparently is such a pleasure to sail that there is a temptation to drive her too hard too 
windward in a blow. I was told that it was, I believe, Andale, then owned by the late Doug 
Smith, that was once driven to windward so hard from Los Angeles to San Francisco 
without reefing that in the vicious seas there she cracked all the ribs forward of the mast. 
 

 
The NY 32 Mustang sailed by Rod 

 
Of course the NY 32 has amassed an equally enviable racing record and achieved countless 
feats in the hands of Rod Stephens in the form of his Mustang8. The Rudder reported in 
November 1937 that the NY32 class ‘built an enviable consistent record of success in all 
manner of going. They removed all doubt as to their superiority over most yachts of 
similar size…they are well nigh unbeatable.’. Rod was to report that Mustang was at her best 

                                                 
7 Yachting December 1937 – The California “Thirty Twos” by H.B.Warren.. That equates to a mere 15 
seconds per mile or about  50 yards. An average ‘eight’ of this period would have had a length over all of 
about 48 feet or more. 
8 Rod won class prizes in Mustang in four Bermuda races. The class has an almost unbeatable record of 
wins.  Tom Closs. A former owner of Fun  and Raider won 172 racing prizes with these boats and 
apparently 22 in one summer alone. 



in breezes over 12 knots and that the boat would make 6.5 to 7 knots under main alone. 
Rod, who as everyone knows was an athletic genius, claimed to reef in 50 seconds! But 
certainly on the east coast the class had begun to lose its dominance by 1954-55 in rated 
matches with such newer designs as the Owens Cutter. However, resurgence occurred with 
the widening interest in classic and vintage boat racing. Suddenly, once again the NY32 was 
a serious force to be reckoned with as proven by recent successes consistently achieved by 
Falcon and Ice Fire that have often been reported in this Association’s newsletter. Indeed I 
have several times had the thrill of racing on Ice Fire and have been amazed by her speed 
and ability to compete with and often best quite recent designs of the 1970s and 80s, and 
even to continue ghosting in ultra light air and flat water when ULDBs have ground to a 
halt. Falcon has also demonstrated this with a vengeance to the W class in Maine putting 
noses badly out of joint! 
 
As a result, not unnaturally, a feeling of rivalry and partisanship grew up on east and west 
coasts USA. Each side claimed that their home vessel would trash the rival class if they met 
in open competition. Until now I believe that the only time the rival classes have competed 
was in San Diego where the C32 Andale would regularly handsomely defeat the by then 
rather tired NY32 Ragamuffin. Now, at long last a chance for a series of ‘shoot outs’ has 
finally presented itself. In 2003, the freshly restored Cholita threw down the gauntlet 
challenging any NY 32 to match race with her. At first it seemed that Ice Fire or Falcon 
might respond, but now it is hoped that the challenge will instead be picked up by Sirius.  
The forthcoming series in 2005 should be just as breathtakingly exciting as any America’s 
Cup 12 metre series and as seriously contested. 
 
One of our most prominent racing members, Fabio Mangione, the highly successful 
amateur campaigner of Al Na’Ir III, a 47 foot 1964 S & S RORC design suddenly 
discovered an urge to compete as well in the veteran or vintage circuit in the Mediterranean. 
He decided that he would like to campaign a vintage class boat [under AIVE rules designed 
before 1951] and hankered for a gaff rig design – maybe even a Herreshoff. This desire 
resulted in an almost nine-month long intensive and almost daily e-mail correspondence 
with the writer wherein we swapped notes on designs and searched the world markets for 
suitable vessels with the makings of possessing a winning streak. When early this year I 
discovered that John Ruzicka, another member, had decided to sell Sirius for a quite 
equitable price, I was at first sorely tempted to buy her myself, but reason prevailed and I 
strongly urged Fabio to buy her instead. Alas, shortly before this had happened I had 
introduced Fabio to the knowledge of an extremely rare Herreshoff Bar Harbor 31 [a 
slightly larger vessel] which required total rebuilding from the ground up. Fabio set his 
heart on the Herreshoff and it was only by using the utmost powers of persuasion, 
underlining the merits, and utility of the NY32, but above all underscoring the class rivalry 
with the C32, that it was possible to get Fabio to concentrate on Sirius. The winning stroke 
was ‘our Mitch’ [Gibbons Neff] who took it on himself to provide such a gold plated 



brokerage service that Fabio’s heart melted! He acquired Sirius and she was shipped to 
Civitivecchia in Italy for trucking to Carlini’s yard9 in the Adriatic for a thorough overhaul 
[see fig.7]. Hopefully she will emerge in 2005 refreshed, strengthened and ready to take on 
Cholita. 
 

 
Fig.7  Sirius unloading in Civitavecchia Autumn 2004                                   Sirius safely in Carlini’s yard in Rimini October 2004  
 
I am holding my own counsel as to which the likely winner of this series will be! Both 
boats are highly competitive and much will depend on sea conditions, sails and crew. 
Cholita races with a professional crew, something I disapprove of and which I think should 
be banned in such competitions – owners only at the helm at least please! Sirius will race 
with the amateur crew that has proved so successful on Al Na’Ir III. Having witnessed 
them in action in Imperia classics this year I can say that they are keen! In order to tune up, 
once refurbished Sirius will compete in the Adriatic against Alessandro Degano’s Ice Fire. 
As I can personally attest once again, Alex is no slouch either so the trials will be 
fascinating. 
 
A brief comparison of the two designs’ lines drawings, as far as they exist for the C32, is 
revealing and may help readers decide and lay bets as to which they think will win this 
historic series. The drawing reproduced below (fig.8) shows the two waterlines compared10. 
 

 
Fig. 8 

 
                                                 
9  Carlini was the builder of Al Na’Ir III and many other S and S yachts. 
10 I am grateful to Matteo Salamon for preparing the overlay for me. My skills are not adequate enough for 
this task. 



The waterlines in blue are those of the California 32 whereas those superimposed in red are 
those of the New York 32. I do not believe that they have ever been compared in this 
detailed way before. The differences are immediately apparent. The Cal is finer forward 
with a flattening, almost a slab sidedness to the topsides and bow and the echo of a 
Herreshoff hollow in the entry. She carries her beam wider, further aft while at the same 
time having a ‘tight ass’. Interestingly the NY32 has the legendary reputation of ‘squeezing’ 
up to windward and this has been attributed in the past to the slim profile aft of the keel; 
that is her fineness aft that has been said to ‘squeeze’ the water out behind her. However it 
is interesting to note that the C32 is almost as fine and indeed in the ‘twist’ to her after 
sections just above the keel actually appears finer than the NY 32! 
 
Unfortunately the full sectional drawings for the C32 do not survive. However a study of 
the profile is equally revealing and the increased roundedness of the NY32  is 
prettier(Fig.9). The fine C32’s bow is at once apparent. The keel, with 10,500 lbs of lead 
ballast, has slight ‘drag’, a rather old fashioned feature also adopted by Alfred Mylne and 
thought to cut resistance, but since the date of tank testing proven to be of little benefit.  
The increased toe to her keel. although increasing wetted area, gets the ballast low and may 
help separational flow. Consulting with Olin the verdict was that a ‘toe’ might give a slight 
advantage to windward11. What is equally clear is that the C32’s fineness is not restricted to 
the almost metre boat bow profile which has a slenderer immersion profile and more 
hollow forward – the turn of the bilge and the ‘belly’ of the vessel is tucked a little higher 
up with steeper deadrise and if the redoubtable Uffa Fox was commenting, he would 
remark on the flatness of the run aft leaving a particularly fair wake one assumes. For 
comparisons sake I reproduce below some sections from the California 32 which can then 
be compared to the New York 32 sections immediately beneath (Fig.10): 
                                                                                   

                                                 
11 A toe to the keel was introduced by designers from Philip Rhodes in his Super Rhodes 27 to Robert Clark 
in his early designs. It became the norm after WWII. It has the advantage of getting ballast low. Olin told 
me that he did not use a toe in his early designs as the increased girth measurements at the forward edge of 
the keel were penalised in CCA rating. 



                             
Cal 32 midsection                                                                                                                            Cal 32 section taken at the mast 
 

                                                                                   
C32 aft section at rudder                                                                                                                                         C32 Bow section              

Fig. 9 Califonia 32  construction plan sections 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
Fig.10 New York 32 sections (courtesy of S and S inc.) 

 
 

How will the two designs perform? It is guesswork. Their sail area and displacements are almost 
identical though the C32 was somewhat innovatory for the time in having rod rigging. What the 
C32 gains in slightly lower wetted area she may give up in her heavier construction with a teak 
centre line, horn timber, stem, rudder and deck trim and cabin, though this is in part 
compensated by the excellent light Oregon yellow pine planking. The NY32 is of course 
mahogany. In a short chop the NY32s in their inaugural races disappointed some owners and 
were at first proven slower than the six metre boats starting behind them12. It seemed that a 
                                                 
12 A private communication from Olin dated 8 February 2000 he writes ‘    There were questions, too, about 
whether the boats were as fast as they 
should have been.They were intended to race under the CCA rule. Speed 
questions were acute after an early Long Island Sound race in a fresh 



chop on Long Island Sound tended to cause ‘hobby-horsing’ and the pitching slowed the boat. I 
have experienced this in short seas on Ice Fire in Imperia. As soon as the seas lengthened the 
boats flew. However, some early changes to the NY32 sail plan swiftly rectified any deficiencies 
and a tendency to weather helm. I would guess in a short chop the narrow bows of the Cal
might earn slight dividends. Downwind it’s anyone’s guess. The broader stern of the Cal might 
be a benefit for buoyancy and prevent ‘squatting’. Equally the narrow bows might ‘bury’ if hard 
pressed under a spinnaker. Who knows? Time will tell. In flat water and light air it should be an 
interesting competition. Cholita is an almost complete rebuild and has been re-decked in teak.
Sirius is more of a loving ‘restoration’ by an owner. John Ruzicka lavished care on her for nigh 
on 20 years. Sirius’s interior is unquestionably more lavish and comfortable and in many ways 
unique in its integrity. In addition John lavished his cabinet making skills upon her so that she 
boasts an interior worthy of the most luxurious 1920s Fife with fielded panelling and ebony 
inlays with detailed cabinetry (see below). 

                                                                                                                                                  
northwester when on a windward leg a class of the smaller six metres 
starting five minutes after the thirty-twos sailed past the bigger boats. 
Racing performance seemed generally better as the summer advanced and such 
worries largely evaporated after the Labor Day Vinyard Lightship race in 
which thirty-twos took first and second places and actually passed a bigger 
ten metre during a beat to the westward after rounding the lightship. To me 
the whole concern was due to the relation between the length of the boats 
and the length of the different seas they were meeting. In both cases the 
smaller boats made a better fit to the seas. Today it is an article of 
faith that weight must be kept out of the ends of a boat to minimize the 
radius of gyration, a measure of the ability react quickly to an applied 
force, as in pitching, thus permitting the boats to follow more easily the 
surface of the water. This is often, perhaps usually, true, but the most 
important fact is that the natural pitching period of the hull should not 
be close to the period of encounter with the waves. The helmsman can often 
adjust the encounter period by a small change in course while losing little 
in the theoretical speed made good. Dorade was an example of an excellent 
rough water boat despite a very long ballast keel. With her narrow beam and 
sharp entrance she sliced easily through a short chop and rose nicely to 
the longer ocean seas.’      



 
Fig.11  Sirius Aft cabin and bureau                                                      Fig. 12   Sirius the saloon 
 

 



 
        
     Fig. 13 Sirius cabin companionway                                                  Fig. 14  Sirius  forepeak 
 



 
 

Fig. 15  Sirius  detail of the coach roof beams 
 

 
As for general aesthetics – well there is no real competition! The California 32 is a very 
handsome yacht, even an eye turner. Her narrow decks, the sweep forward to the fine bow 
and the ‘swung’ companionway with runway all make her a product of her time, handsome, 
purposeful, eye catching. But the ‘belle of the ball’ will always be the NY 32. She has a 
litheness and a perfection of profile and proportion which turn heads wherever she goes 
providing her original details and proportions are respected and while her long house roof 
makes the C32 fore cabin infinitely more habitable – well the profile just ‘aint so handsome. 
It has been said that ‘what looks right sails right’. Rod is credited with having once said that 
no New York 32 ever lost a race – only the crew loses a race when sailing this handsome 
machine. We shall shortly see! 
 
I reproduce below a few images of C32 Altamar sailing before 1950 as well as some photos 
of Amorita hauled in California. These will give you a fair idea of the grace and litheness of 
the California 32. You may ask why I have dedicated so much time and space to a non S & 
S design? The answer is that I wish to underline the possible threat to our honour. 
Thereafter I reproduce a few images of the New York 32 for comparisons sake. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                 Fig.16 
Left:  C32 waterlines in blue superimposed on top of the NY32 waterlines in red 



Right: C32  lines in blue superimposed on NY32 lines in grey with sections of NY32 
 

 
 



 
Above: The lines of the California 32 



 
 

 
 
 



 



Fig. 17 The well loved lines of the New York 32 (courtesy of S & S Inc) 
 

Cal32 Piano velico.eps  
 
 

Fig. 18  C32  Sail Plan 
 
 
 



 
Fig 19  Sail plan of the NY 32 as reproduced in The Sportsman March 1936 

 
 
 



 
 

Fig. 20   Accommodation plan of the NY 32 from The Sportsman 1936 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 21   Accommodation plan of the California 32 (courtesy of Tom Skahill) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


